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On the equivalence of the frontier-to-root tree transducers II. 
B y Z . Z A C H A R 
In this paper we continue our study started in [6] about the equivalent and 
isomorphic frontier-to-root transducers (F-transducers). First we introduce the 
superior F-transducer which can be seen the dual of the inferior F-transducer f r o m 
part I. Then we deal with a subclass of the class of deterministic F-transducers, 
namely the class of normalized F-transducers. It will be proved that the strongly 
normalized forms of equivalent deterministic F-transducers are isomorphic. 
Since this paper connects with [6] closely thus we use the notions, notat ions 
and results of part I. 
1. Notions and notations 
Take an arbitrary positive integer k. Let py,p2£TF(XnUZk) be arbitrary trees 
and zl£Zk. Then the zrproduct px /?2 of by p2 is the tree 
Pl(zJ, ••••> Zt-l,Pl, zi + l5 ••••> zk)-
For an F-transducer A = (TF(Xn), A, TG(Ym), A', I ) and sets At<gA (i=0, ..., k) 
we denote by ^ . " ¿ „ . . „ ^ the t ransformation induced by 
{TF(XnUZk), A, Ta(YmUZk), A0, I U { Z , . - aizilai€Ah /=1, ..., &}). 
Finally, when we will refer to a definition or a result f rom a par t of our paper 
if the serial number of the par t is I then it will be marked otherwise it will no t be. 
2. Superior F-transducers 
Definition 1. Let A = ( T F ( X „ ) , A, TG(Ym), A', I ) be an ^F- t ransducer . The 
transformation induced by the state a(€A) can be increased by the tree 
qa€ Tc(Ym)\{ S } if for all pddom and ?<ETAi a(p), there is a tree qdT0(Ym U { | } ) 
satisfying q=q"-q, provided that range Ta is not a singleton. The tree q" increases 
the transformation Ta maximally if the tree q" is a proper subtree of a tree q" then 
cannot be increased by q". 
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Definition 2. An ^F-transducer A = (TF(Xn), A, Ta(YJ, A', Z) is called a 
superior A F-transducer if none of the transformations induced by its states can 
be increased by any trees. 
Take an A F-transducer A=(TF(Xn), A, TG(Ym), A', Z). Assume that for each 
state a£A the tree q" increases z" maximally if z" can be increased and q°=$ 
otherwise. It means that for all a£A,p£dom za and q£za(p) there is a tree q such 
that q—qa q. We suppose that the tree q" is given for every state a(£A). Then 
the following lemma is valid under these notations. 
Lemma 3. There is a superior A F-transducer A = (TF(Xn), A, Tc(Ym), A', Z) 
which is equivalent to A. 
Proof. We shall show that one can construct an A F-transducer 
A = (TF(X„), A, Tc(Ym), A', I ) 
such that for each state a£A the following conditions hold. 
(1) dom t A = d o m Ta . 
(2) dom TA>0=dom Ta>0 and dom rAa=dom T A I 0 . 
(3) {(P, q • q")\q^°A(p), pi dom T"a} = T | . 
(4) {{p, qa • q)\q^A<a(p), p€dom TA>a} = TA;n. 
In a way similar to that in the proof of Lemma 1.7 we can see that A is an equiv-
alent superior AF-transducer for A. 
Next we define the rules of Z in the following way: 
(i) x—ar£Z (xeXn{JF0) if and only if 
x-~ar£Z where r=r-q", 
( i i ) / ( a l 5 ..., ak)-arfl_ ( / € F t , k>0) if and only if 
f(aly ..., a*) —ar£Z where the tree r(qai(z1), ..., qak(zk)) equals the tree 
r-q\ 
I t is clear that this construction can be made for each rule of form (i). Assume that 
f(au...,ak)-~ariZ(f<iFk,k> 0). 
Then let ^ g d o m z% and tjZza^(pi) be arbitrary fixed trees ( j = l , ..., k). 
For each index j (1 ^jsk) we use the following notations: 
pj = f ( p \ ...,PJ-\ #, pj+1, ..., pk), 
rs = r(h, ..., tj^, tJ+1, ..., tk) and 
f j = rj • q". 
It is sufficient to show that for each index j (1 ̂ j^k) there is a tree qj such that 
f j = q " J . q j . From this we obtain easily that the tree r with 
r-q" = r(?°i(z1), q°*(zk)) 
can be constructed. 
Let j be an arbitrary index (1 Sj^k). If Tc(Ym) or qaj= # then let 
q j = f j . In this case our statement holds obviously. 
We may assume that r£fG(Ym) and qaj£TG(Yj\{$). If r a n g e r 0 is a 
singieton then by the construction from Lemma 1.2 the tree r is in TG(Ym). It fol-
lows that fj^TG{Y^) which is a contradiction. It means that rangez" is not a 
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singleton. From this we obtain that there are trees p£dom xa and q£xa(p) such 
that q£TG(Ym). It implies that rr q£xa.(pr p) and rj-q£TG{Ym). By Defini-
tion 2 we know that rj-q = q"j-q under a suitable q. It means that q£TG(Ym). 
Moreover, one of the inclusions ¿¡fjgsub (r}) and f j€sub (qai) holds. 
Firstly, assume that ^°j€sub (rj). Then there exists a tree q£TG(Ym) for which 
rj = qai-q. In this case let qj=q-qa• It means that fJ = rj-qa=qaj-q-qa=qaj-qj. 
Secondly, assume that rfisub (q"j). Then there is a tree ^6 r G ( 7 m ) \ { s } for 
which q"i = rj • q. "We have that for each tree p£domxa and q£xa(p), the inclusion 
rj" • p) holds. Moreover, there is a tree q such that rj • q=q"j • q. From 
this we obtain that rj-q=rj-q-q. Since r j£TG(Ym) the equality q=q • q holds, 
too. It means that xa can be increased by the tree q. 
On the other hand we have that q=qa • q under a suitable tree q. Since the 
tree q" increases x" maximally thus f rom the two equalities above we get q£sub (qa) 
i.e., there exists a q for which q • q = q". Let qj = q. It follows that rj — rj-qa = 
= rj-q-q=qai-q=qaj-qj. 
It means that our statement is valid, thus the rules of X can be constructed. 
Finally, one can see easily that the /- transducer A = (TF(Xn), A, TG(Ym), A', I ) 
constructed in this way satisfies conditions (1)—(4). 
This ends the proof of Lemma 3. 
Lemma 4. There is an algorithm to decide for each ^ / - t ransducer 
A = (TF(Xn), A, TG(Ym), A', I ) 
and arbitrary state a(£A) whether the transformation x" can be increased. More-
over, every tree q" can be given effectively which increases x". 
Proof. We have that if the transformation x" can be increased by the tree q" 
then h (qa) S min (xa (p)\p 6 dom xa). It means that the number of trees which increases 
xa is finite. Moreover, by the proof of Lemma 3 it is easy to see that for each tree 
q" the transformation x" is increased by q" if and only if the rules of I can be rewritten 
according to the conditions (i)—(ii) f rom the proof of Lemma 3. From this the 
statement of our lemma is obtained obviously. 
3. Normalized /-transducers 
Definition 5. A deterministic ^./-transducer A = ( T F ( X „ ) , A, TG(Ym), A', I ) is 
called a normalized /- transducer (/ / /- transducer) if conditions (i) and (ii) below hold. 
(i) For every state a£A, range x" is either a singleton or infinite. 
(ii) For all states a, a if both ranger" and ranger® are infinite, dom xa = 
=domxs and there exist trees q, q£Ta(Ym) such that for each tree p£domxa, 
Q • Ta(.P) = < i • za(p) then at least one of the following conditions are satisfied. 
(iij) There are trees r, r£TG(-Ym) such that at least one of them is equal to 
the tree # and for each tree pddotn xa the equality r • xa(p) = r- xs(p) holds. 
(ii2) The sets range xT)q and range x^Dg are empty. 
The next ' lemma, in a different form, can be found in [2]. The proof can be 
performed easily thus it is omitted. 
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Lemma 6. Let q],rj^Tc(Ym\JZ) be arbitrary trees 0 = 1 , ..., 5). F o r each 
positive integer / the equalities (1)—(7) imply the equality (8). 
( 1 ) N R5 = ft -i ft 
(2) rx -i r2 r 5 = ft q2 -i ft 
(3) r1-irs.-ir&= q1-iq3-iq5 
(4) r j- i r4-i r5 = ft-¡ft-¡ft 
(5) rx •i r2 r 3 -f r8 = ft •/ q2 q3 -i q5 
(6) r1 r2 r4 -f r5 = ft ft •• ft ft 
(7) rx •i r3 r4 r 5 = ft -i ft -f ft -f ft 
(8) rx r2 r3 r4 r£ = ft ft -i q3 ft ft 
Lemma 7. Fo r any deterministic F-transducer A = (TF(X„), A, Tc(Ym), A', Z) 
an equivalent TVF-transducer can be constructed. 
Proof. Let A:=max( / i (T a O)) | ;?edomT 0 , a£A, /Z(F) = MII) and 
Li = max (h(ra(p))\p^dom xa, at A, h(p) 4-\\A\\2), 
L2 = max (h(xa(p))\p(ldom r 0 , a^A, h(p)^2-\\A\\, h* (p) S M | | ) and 
i , = i 1 + Z . 2 . 
Moreover, set Q={q\q£Tc(YJ, h(q)^max (K, L)} and C=QU{$}. 
Construct the deterministic F-transducer 
A 1 = (TF(X„),AxC, T0(Ym), A'XC, I 1 ) 
such that x—(a,c)r£Zi if and only if x-*ar£Z and c=r, moreover, 
/ ( ( « i , C'x), •••,(ak, ck)) - (a, c ) r € Z 1 
if and only if / ( f t , ..., ak)—ar€Z where c and r are defined in the following way. 
Let q — r f a f a ) , . . . , ck(zk)). If q(LQ then c = q otherwise If a$A' and 
q£Q then r=y1 otherwise r=q. It is obvious that A and A 1 are equivalent. Elim-
inating surplus states and rules in a standard way we get a connected deterministic 
F-transducer B=(Tr(X„), B, Tc(Ym), B', ZB) where BQAXC, B'QA'XC and 
Z g Q Z 1 . I t is clear tha t B and A 1 are equivalent. 
We will show tha t B is an iVF-transducer. Take an arbitrary state fe=(o, c)(LB. 
By our construction it is clear tha t dom R A a = d o m Tb b and if p £ d o m then 
pkdom TJ, moreover, if then the equality TA(/>)=Tb(/>) holds, too. 
Assume that c = # . Then fo r each tree />€dom r ^ ( g d o m xaA) the inequality 
A ( 4 ( F ) ) > m a x (K, holds. It follows that there are t r e e s p l i p 2 , p 3 and a state 
a such t h a t p = p x -p2:p3, /> 3€domx%,p 2£dom x%tS, p^dom xaAt3 and h * « , 3 ( p 2 ) ) > 0 , 
TA,a(F3)€?c(rm ) . F r o m this we obtain that pk=pi-p\-p3£6omx"A ( £ = 1 , 2 , . . .) 
and the trees tA(pk) are pairwise different. Since range range x A \ g thus 
range Tg is infinite. Moreover , we have that for all trees | f d o m T B S and />£dom r ^ 
the equality X A ( J>) • * A , O ( P ) — T B ( / > ) - T b t ( p ) holds. F rom this we obtain tha t XA < A — 
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Furthermore, we know that if c£Q then range is a singleton and for each 
tree p £ d o m t B j ( i \ { # } , TBib(p)£TG(Ym). It follows that B is a deterministic AF-
transducer and condition (i) of Definition 5 holds for B. 
Then we have to prove that condition (ii) of Definition 5 can be satisfied. Take 
arbitrary states b,B£B and trees q,q£TG(Ym). Let b=(a, c) and E=(a,c). 
Assume that domxb = domxB, both r a n g e r 6 and r a n g e r 5 are infinite, moreover, 
for each tree p£dom xb the equality q • xb(p)=Q • TE(P) holds. In this case we have 
that c = c = | and domxa=domxs. 
It is sufficient to show that if a t least one of two trees q and q is higher than 
L then the following condition ( i i j ' holds. 
(iij)' There are trees r, TG ( Y m ) such that at least one of them is equal to 
the tree # and for each tree p£domxa{\R the equality r • xa(p) = r- xs(p) holds 
where R={p\pefF(X„),h(p)^4.\\A\n 
Now we prove this statement. First we show that h(q), h{q)Assume 
that h{q)>L = Lx +L2. It is clear that there is a tree p£dom xa for which 
A G 9 S 2 . M I I , A#(p)3=M| | and xa(p)dfG(Ymy Since h{xa(p))^L2 and q-xa(p)= 
=q • ?a(p) thus h(q • xa(p))>L and h(ci • Xn(p))^h(q) + L2. It follows that h(q)>Lx. 
Similarly, the inequality h(q)>L implies h(q)>Lx. 
We have that there is a tree p for which / ; ( p ) s 4 • ||^4|[2 and at least one of 
the trees xa(p) and x5(p) is in TG(Ym). In this case there exist an s£TG(Ym) and 
qi, •• -,qmlqj, • • 1 , 9 m € r c ( Y m U { S } ) ( m 2 d ) s u c h that the equalities xa(p)=s(q1,...,q„,> 
and xB(p)=s{q1, ..., qm) hold, moreover, for each index j ( l S / S m ) at least 
one of the trees and qj equals # . It means that q • qj=q • qj (./'= 1, ..., m). Since 
h(qj), hiq^Ly we get gJt q£ TG(Ym) ( . /=1 , ..., m). 
Let j be an arbitrarily fixed index ( l S y ' S m ) and let r=qs and f=qj. It 
follows that q-r=q-r. We show that for each tree p£dom xaf]R the equality 
r-T :a(p) = f - t a ip) holds. 
Take an arbitrary tree p£dom xaf]R. If both xa(p) and xs(p) are in TG(Ym) 
then r • xa(p) = r- xs(p) because of the equality q • xa(p)=q • xs(p). 
In.the opposite case the equalities xa(p)=s{q,, ..., qm) and xs(p)—s{ql,...,q„) 
hold where the trees s, qx, ..., qm, qY, ...zqm satisfy the above conditions. Similarly, 
we have that q . q j = q - q j and q j , q j £ f G ( Y m ) ( j = \ , . . . ,m) . 
Assume that / • = # , consequently, q=q-r. It follows that q-r-qj=q-qj 
(j—l,...,m). If r = S then q-q}=q-qj- Since h ( q a n d h(qj), h^q^^L^ 
thus qj~qj=% ( j ' = 1, ..., m). F rom this we obtain xa(p) = xs(p) i.e. r • xa(p) = 
= f-xs(p). We may suppose that Then qJ7i$, because in the opposite 
case .q • r-qj=q which is a contradiction (j— 1, ..., m). It means that for each 
index j ( l s y s m ) , <7j=# and q-f=q-q}. F rom this we obtain that r=q} 
( j = 1, ..., m). It implies that r • xa(p) — r • xs(p). 
From the assumption r— jf we arrive at the equality r • xa(p) = r- x3(p) in 
a similar way. 
Now we can prove that conditions (ii) of Definition 5 are satisfied. If 
h(q),h(q)^L then (ii2) holds because each tree of bo th ranger ' ' and r a n g e r 5 is 
higher than L. In the opposite case condition (i^) ' holds. We will show by induction 
that r-xa(p) — r-x3(p) for each tree p£domxa. 
If h(p)^4 • \\A\\2 then r • xtt(p) = f- xs(p) by (ih)'. Now let h{p)>4 • \\A\\2. 
We have that there are trees px, p2, p3, p4, p& and states a, a£A such that 
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P = P I • 2 P 2 -°-PZ - 2 P Í and /JjÉdom r u n d o m t | , /7,€dom r" . f l d o m t | ( / = 2 , 3 ,4) , 
/?6£dom T D > s ndom r ő j , where pi^TF(XnUZ2) ( / = 1 , . . . , 5 ) and the symbol z2 
occurs exactly once in the frontier of the tree pi(i=2, . . . , 5). 
Let 
<h = r • Taa(j>0, r, = f-Tas(Pl), 
= V a O 2). ''2 = Ts,a(p 2 ) . 
<7s = Va(i>3)> ''3 = ts,s(p3), 
q* = ?a,S(Pi), ri = ^S,B(PA), 
= Ta,a-(p5), r 5 = T 
By the induction hypothesis it is clear that the trees rh qt ( / = 1 , ..., 5) satisfy the 
conditions of Lemma 6. It means that •2 q2 •2 q3.2 qt .2 = -2 r2 -2 r3 -2 r4 -a r 5 
i.e., r-ia(p) = r-TB(p). 
We have that xa — ib and Ts = T£. I t follows that fo r each tree p£dom xb the 
equality r • TB(P) = F • XB(P) holds. It means that B is an JV/-transducer. Consequently 
the statement of this lemma is valid. 
Lemma 8. Let A = (TF(X„), A, Tc(Ym), A', IA) be a deterministic F-transducer. 
Then there is an superior yV/-transducer B which is equivalent to A. 
Proof. By Lemma 3 we can construct a superior F-transducer 
A = {TF(Xn),A,TG(Ym\A',IA) 
with r A = r A . F r o m the proof of Lemma 3 one can see that A is deterministic, 
too. Next we consider the A'/- transducer B = (TF(X„), B, TG(Ym), B', SB) con-
structed for A by Lemma 7. F rom the proof we have that for each state b£B if 
rangeTg is no t a singleton then there exists a state a£A such that r A a = TB>(,. 
It follows that T3 can not be increased by any tree qb, because in the opposi te case 
the t ransformation t a is increased by qb which is a contradiction. It means tha t B 
is a superior TV/-transducer equivalent to A. 
Definition 9. Let A = (TF(Xn), A, TG(Ym), A', l ) be a superior TV/-transducer. 
We say that the state a(£A) can be substituted by the state a(£A) if the condi-
tion (i) holds or there is a tree q(LTG(Ym) such that the conditions ( i i j—(i i 6 ) are 
satisfied. 
(i) xa — Ts, and if range t" is a singleton then range r a = range t s . 
(iij) dom t„ = dom ts . 
(112) range T° is infinite. 
(113) r a n g e r " is a singleton. 
(114) F o r each tree pi dom r a \ { $ } the equality q • Ta(p) = t 5 (p ) holds. 
(115) If a £ A ' then range x s = q . 
(116) If there is a state a ( £ / f \ { a , «}) fo r which dom xa — dom r§ and r a n g e r 5 
is infinite, moreover, there exist trees q,q£TG(Ym) such that fo r each 
tree pddom t„ the equality q • xa(p) = q • tg(p) holds then either q^q or 
T0(p) = Tg(p) fo r each tree p£domta. 
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We note that ra = rs if and only if dom Ta = dom rs and fo r each tree p£dom ra 
the equality ra(p) = rs(p) holds. 
Definition 10. A superior yV/-transducer A=(TF(X„), A, Tc(Ym), A', Z) is 
called a strongly normalized . /-transducer (SW/-transducer) if none of the states 
can be substituted by another state. 
Theorem 11. For each deterministic / - t ransducer 
A = (TF{X„\ A, Ta(Yml A', IA) 
an equivalent SW F-transducer can be constructed. 
Proof. By Lemma 8 we construct a superior iVF-transducer 
A = (TF(X„), A, Ta(Ym), A', IA) 
which is equivalent to A. Next we will show that by rewriting rules and eliminating 
states an equivalent SWF-transducer is obtained. 
Assume that the states a, a£A satisfy the condition (i) of Definition 9. Then 
we construct the F-transducer A 1 = (TP(Xn), / f \ { a } , TC(YJ, / l ' \ { a } , Z\) in the follow-
ing way. Let us eliminate the rules of ZA wherein the state a is in the left side. Then 
we replace the state a by a in each rule. It is clear that A1 is deterministic. More-
over, for each state a £ / 4 \ { a , a}, 1A,U = TA\3 a n d ^A — ̂ A1 hold. We have that 
dom t A i = d o m T^Udom and range t a I = range t ^ U r a n g e F rom this one can 
easily show that A1 is a superior / /F- t ransducer equivalent to A. It means that fo r 
A we construct an equivalent supej ior /VF-transducer B = (TF(Xn), B, TG(Ym), B', IB) 
such that there are no states b, b£B satisfying condition (i) of Definition 9. 
Next we assume that there are states a, a£B(QA) and a tree q£TG(Y„) for 
which the conditions (i^)—(ii6) hold . In this case we eliminate the rules containing 
the state a in their left side. Then we replace by aq the right side of rules wherein 
the state a occurs. Let B 1=(rF(A'n) , B\{a}, TG(Ym), B'\{a}, Z),) be the F-trans-
ducer obtained this way. By the construction it is obvious that B1 is deterministic. 
We have that for each state a£B\{a, a}, TBi,a = TB,5 and T|I = T | hold. More-
over, dom r J i = d o m t g U d o m t^ and range t b I = r a n g e r ^ U q . It is clear tha t B1 is 
a superior ^ / - t r a n s d u c e r equivalent to B. 
We will show tha t B1 is normalized. By the construction of B1 condition (i) of 
Definition 5 holds. Let b, E£B\{a} be arbitrary states of B1. Assume that domTBiift = 
= dom r B l j , both range t b I and range t b I are infinite, moreover, there are trees 
<h 5€7<;(Tm) such that for each tree p£dom tBiib, q • tBi,b(p) = q • rBij(p). If none 
of the states b, 5 is a then by the above connections it is obvious that condition 
(ii) holds. 
We may assume that b = a. In this case we know that for B condition (ii6) 
are satisfied by the states a, a, b and the trees q, q, q. Fur thermore, we have that 
the equality TB i 0(p) = TB g(p) does not hold for each tree p£domtB a. Indeed, in 
the opposite case r B a = r B j which is a contradiction. By condition (ii6) it means 
tha t q ^ q . F rom this we obtain that range x B i > 0 0 ^ = 0 and range T B i j f l 5 = 0-
Consequently, condition (ii) of Definition 5 holds for B1 thus B1 is a superior nor-
malized F-transducer. 
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_Apply ing this construction we can get an SiVF-transducer which is equivalent 
to A. 
Let A = ( T F ( X N ) , A , T C ( Y M ) , A ' , I A ) and H = ( T F ( X N ) , B , T C ( Y M ) , B ' , Z B ) be 
SWF-transducers such that A and B are equivalent. First we construct the inferior 
y4F-transducers A (B) and B(A) as in part I. Next we consider the superior / IF- t rans-
ducers A(B) = (F f(A rn), A X C , T G ( Y M ) , I A ) and 
B(A) = (TF(Xn), BxC, Tc(Ym), Fxc7, IB) 
which are constructed f rom A(B) and B(A) by L e m m a 3, respectively. We have 
tha t AxCQAxC, A'xC'QA'xC' and BxCQBxC, B'XC'QB'XC' where 
C=AXB and C' = A'XB'. F r o m Theorem 1.11 we know that A (B) and B (A) 
are isomorphic. By conditions (i)—(iv) f rom the proof of Lemma 3, it fol lows tha t 
A(B) and B(A) are isomorphic, too. I t means tha t t a = t a ( b ) thus b o t h of these 
t ransformat ions shall be denoted by (p. Similarly, •p can be used instead of r B 
and ^B(A) • 
The next lemmas are valid under the above notat ions . 
Lemma 12. F o r each state (a, c)£AxC (c = (a,b)) the following condi-
tions hold . 
(i) dom (pa = dom c = dom ij/bt c = dom ij/b. 
(ii) If range (pa,c is infinite then for each tree pddom <pa the equalities <pa(p) = 
= <pa,c(p) = ^ b , c ( p ) : = M P ) hold. 
(iii) If range<p"'c is a singleton then there are trees q,q£Ta (Ym) such tha t 
for each tree p£dom (pa\{$ } the equalities q • (pa(p) = <pa,c(p) = 4>b,c(p)=q • ^b,dp) 
hold, moreover q — (p"(p) and q=\pb(p) where />£dom (p"'c. 
Proof. Let (a,c)£AXC be an arbitrary state where c — (a,b). Let />£dom <p">c 
be a fixed tree. Then />€dom <pafldom ^ i , c n d o m \l/b. Let p£dom(pa. Since 
p-pidomcp the tree p is in dom<pa>c. Consequently, dom q>aQdom (pa c. In the 
same way one can prove the inclusions dom cpa Q dom q>a c g dom ij/b c Q dom \pb Q 
<^dom <pa. F r o m this we obtain tha t condition (i) holds . 
Assume that range (p"'c is infinite. It follows tha t range i¡/b,c is infinite, too . 
Then there are trees p , , / ? 2 € d o m (pa'c such tha t (pa'c(pi)7i(pa,c(p^). F o r each tree 
p£dom (pa the equality <pa,c(pi) • <pa,c(v) = V'ciPi) • ^b.dP) holds (/ = 1,2) . In a 
similar way as in the proof of Lemma 3, we can obtain tha t there exist trees r, f 
such tha t at least one of them equals the tree j? and fo r each tree p£dom (pa, 
r-(pa(p) = r-(pa,c(p)-
On the other hand we have tha t both A (B) and B(A) are superior F-trans-
ducers. It means tha t r = r = j ? i.e., for each tree p£dom(pa the equali ty <pa(p) = 
= <Pa,c(p) holds. 
Fur thermore we know that range ij/b'c is infinite. In the same way we get 
that for each tree p^dom t¡/b, 4/b,c(p) = 4/b(.p)- Since A(B) and B(A) are i somorphic 
it follows that condition (ii) of our lemma holds. 
Next we assume that range <pa,c is a singleton. Let /?£dom <pa,c be an arbi-
trarily fixed tree. We have tha t /?6dom <p". Let q=q>"(p). I t means tha t fo r each 
tree p£domcpa\{%} the equalities q • <pa(p) = (p(p • p) = <f>a'c(p) • <pa,c(p) = 'pa,c(p) 
hold. In this case range il>b'c is a singleton, too. It follows that if i p b ' c ( p ) = q then 
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for each tree p£dom \j/a\{$}, q •\l/b(p) = *lsb,c(p)- K is c l e a r tha t if a£A' then b, 
(a, c), (b, c) are final states. F r o m this we obtain q—q. It means that condition 
(iii) holds, too. 
Lemma 13. Fo r each state a£A there is exactly one state b(£B) satisfying 
the inclusion (a, (a, b))£AXC, and conversely, for each state b£B there is exactly 
one state a(£A) with (b, (a, b))£BxC. Moreover , if (a, c)£AxC (c=(a, b)) then 
for each tree pddom cpa the equalities (pa(p) = <pa,c(p) = 4>b,c(p) = {l/b(P) hold. 
Proof. Let ad A be an arbitrary state. Denote by Ba the set 
[b\c = (a, b), (a,c)£AxC}. 
It is clear that Ba is a nonvoid set. 
Firstly, we assume that range (pa is infinite. Then there are trees / ^ d o m tp" 
( / = 1, 2, ...) such tha t the trees (p"(pi) are pairwise different. Moreover , we know 
that there exists a state B J ( £ B A ) such tha t / ) ;£dom i/A (/ = 1, 2, ...). Since B A is a 
finite set of states there are indices k, I ( & < / ) satisfying bk=bt. Denote by b this 
state. Let c=(a,b). It is clear that neither range <pa,c nor range \pb'c are a sin-
gleton. By Lemma 12 we get tha t fo r each tree pddom cpa the equalities <pa(p) — 
= <P„.c(P) = ^b.c(p) = ^b(P) hold. 
Next we show tha t the set Ba is a singleton. Assume that there is a state h£Ba 
differing f r o m b. Let c = (a, 5). N o w there are three cases. 
First , suppose tha t range cp"^ is infinite. By Lemma 12 we have tha t (pa(p) = 
— <Pa,c(p) = lpB.c(p) = ^B(p) hold for each tree p£dom<pa. It means that the state 
B can be substituted by b which is a contradict ion because B is an .SWF-transducer. 
In the second case assume tha t bo th range (pa-e and r a n g e d 5 are singleton. 
Then we know that for each tree pddom <p„\{# } the equalities q • (pa(p) = <pa,c(P) = 
= *l>5,c(P) = xl/s(p) hold, where q = (p"(p) and p£dom (p"-s. I t is clear tha t 
q=ranged6 if B is a final state. F r o m this we obtain q • 4>b(p) = 4'b(p) fo r each 
tree p£dom ij/b\{#}. Since the state B cannot be substituted by the state b and 
condit ions (iii)—(ii5) of Definition 9 hold fo r the states b, B and the tree q con-
dition (ii6) can not be satisfied. It means tha t there is a state b£ B\{b, B} and a 
tree q£ TG( Vm) for which dom \\ib = dom i//'i and range i/^ is infinite, moreover, 
fo r each tree p£dom\l/b the equality q • ^b(p) = q • ^tiP) holds. One can see easily 
that there is a state a} such tha t dom <p= = dom ¡¡i% and for each tree 
p£dom ij/%, (pa(p) = il'b(p)- It implies that for each tree p£dom <pa, q • <pa(p) — q • (pz(p). 
Since A is an WF-transducer condition (ii) of Definition 5 has to hold. We have 
tha t ^ O r a n g e <pa^0 thus there are trees r, rd fG(Ym) such that r • q>a(p) = r- <Pi(p) 
fo r each tree p£dom <pa, where at least one of the trees r, r equals % . It is clear 
tha t r = r= # because A is a superior WF-transducer. It implies that for each tree 
p£doni(pa the equality <pa(p) = <p=(p) holds which is a contradiction. 
In the third case suppose tha t range cp"^ is a singleton and r a n g e d 6 is infinite. 
We have tha t for each tree p£dom ( p a \ { 8 } the equalities q • (pa(p) = (pa,c(p) = 
= ipB,c(p) =q • ̂ h(p) hold where q£range (pa and q£range i/*5. We have tha t if a 
is a final state then B is also a final state and q=q. It implies tha t for each tree 
p£dom\l/b, q • 4>b(p) = 4 ' 'As (ID- F r o m Definition 5 we obtain that either for each 
tree p£domij/b the equality ^b(p) = ^s(P) holds or range ip l C\q=Q. It contra-
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diets the above statements. It means that if range cp° is infinite then Ba i s ,a sin-
gleton. 
Similarly, we can show that for each state b£B if range iltb is infinite then 
there is exactly one state a£A satisfying the inclusion ( b , c ) £ B x C where c={a,b). 
Moreover, for each tree p£dom\pb the equalities (Pa(P) = <Pa,c(p) = 4'b,Ap) = 
= il/„(p) hold. 
Secondly, we may assume that range (pa is a singleton. It is clear tha t £ „ ^ 0 
and for each state b£Ba range i¡tb is a singleton, too. Let b£Ba be arbitrary. Then 
for each tree p£dom <pa the equalities <pa(p) = <pa,c(p) = ,l'b,c(p) = il'b(p) hold where 
c=(a, b). We have that b is a final state if and only if a is a final state. I t implies 
that range (p" = range ipb. F rom this and Definition 9 we get tha t Ba is a singleton. 
In a similar way we can see that for each b£B if range ipb is a singleton then 
there is exactly one state a£A such that (b, c)£BxC (c = (a,b)) and fo r each 
tree p£dom<pa the equalities (pa(p) — (pa,c(p) = *l'b,c(p):=*l/b(p) hold. This ends the 
proof of Lemma 13. 
Lemma 14. The SWF-transducers A and B are isomorphic. 
Proof. Let us define a mapping p: A—B such tha t p(a) = b if and only if 
(a, (a, b))£AxC. By Lemma 13 it is clear tha t p is a bijective mapping of A on to 
B, moreover, p(A')=B'. 
Next suppose tha t x-<-aq€ZA(x£Xn[J F0) and b = p{a). We have tha t x-*-br£ZB 
and for each tree p£dom q>a = dom\jjb the equality (pa(P) = ^b(p) holds. I t implies 
that q • (pa(p) = (p(x • p) = 4i(x • p)=r -ij/b(p). F r o m this we can obtain tha t q = r. 
It means that x—bq£ZB. Similarly, if x-~br£ZB and a=p~1(b) then x-~ar£ZA. 
Let / ( a l 5 ...,ak)-*a0q£ZA where f£Fk (k>0) and a,£A ( / = 0 , 1, ...,k). W e 
have tha t there is a rule of the fo rm f{bx, ...,bk)-*b0r in ZB where b~p(a,) 
( / = 0 , 1, . . . , k). Moreover , it is clear that d o m ^ " i - d o m i/ibi, and fo r each tree 
pi^domcp"', <pai(pi) = ipb<(pi) 0 = 0, 1, ..., k). F r o m the p roof of Lemma 13 we know 
that if range (pao is a singleton then q=range <pao = range \pbo=r. 
Next we may assume that range <p"o is infinite. In this case we have tha t there 
is a tree p£dom <pao for which <p0i)(p)€ TC{YJ. Let pfc&omqpt (i=\, ...,k) be 
arbi t rary trees and let j be an arbitrary index (1 Sj^k). We define the trees sh /,-
( / = ] , . . . , & ) in the following way. If i=j then ¿, = / ¡ = 1 , otherwise s ; = p ( and 
<i = <P"i(Pi) = yljhi(Pi) 0 = 1 , . D e n o t e by Sj, qj and f j the trees f { s i , ..., 
q(t1, ..., tk) and r(t,, ..., tk), respectively. By Lemma 13 we have tha t the equalities 
yj-<PaSp) = <Paj(Sj-p) = 4>bj(Sj-p) = fj-\l/bo(p) and (pa0(.P) = ^bo(p) hold . I t fol lows 
that q j = rj. Since j is arbi t rary we get r = q. It means tha t f(b1, ..., bk)-~b0q£ZB. 
Similarly, one can see that if / ( ¿ 1 ( ..., bk)-*b0r£ZB then / ( f t , . . . , ak)-~a0r£ZA 
where (/' = 0, 1, . . . , / : ) . Therefore, the SWF-transducers A and B are 
isomorphic. 
By this lemma we get the following theorem. 
Theorem 15. The SWF-transducers A and B are equivalent if and only if they 
are isomorphic. 
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